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Given a c~lurrer Y. we associate with it the cowrinq polyhrdron Q(Y), that is the dominant of the 
convex hull of incidence vectors of all the co~‘cr.s of Y. 
In this paper we describe a binary composition operation, the m/i-join, which combines a pair of 
clutters LZ?, and Yz to give a new clutter 6”. The anti-join operation is, in some sense, the “dual” of 
the join operation, introduced by Cunningham [IO]. In fact. it has the property that the hlockcr 
of the clutter 6” obtained by joining two clutters Y?, and YLu2, is the anti-join of the blockers of 
Y, and puz. 
For such an operation we show how the linear descriptions of the polyhedra Q(Y,) and Q(Y2) 
have to be combined to produce a linear description of the polyhedron Q(Y). 
Moreover, given a set @v* ii.: O<i.< I) such that (0, I) ~9 and NED ifand only if(l --u)E~, we 
define the F-property for covering polyhedra as a proper generalization of the Fulkrrson property. to 
which it reduces for 9 = j0, I j. We prove that the anti-join operation preserves the S-property. This 
implies the characterization of the coefficients of the facet-defining inequalities for the cycle and 
cocycle polyhedra associated with graphs noncontractible to the four-wheel W,. 
1. Introduction and notation 
A clutter Y, is a collection of pairwise incomparable finite sets. A cover C of 2? is 
a set having nonempty intersection with every member of 2. In this paper we study 
the covering polyhedron Q(P), that is the dominant of the convex hull of incidence 
vectors of all the covers of 2. 
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A possible way to describe the structure of Q(Y) is to define composition/decompo- 
sition operations for clutters and to provide isomorphic polyhedral operations which 
produce the linear description of the polyhedron associated with the composed clutter 
in terms of the linear descriptions of the polyhedra associated with the components. 
This approach, after the seminal work of Seymour [26], has been followed by many 
authors which have described operations for composing combinatorial structures like 
set systems or graphs and have related them to corresponding composition operations 
for some associated polytopes (for example: clique identiJicution, graph substitution 
and graph amalgam for the vertex packing polytopes [S, 63, join for the independence 
system and vertex packing polytopes [4, lo], both generalized by the clutter amalgam 
[22] for the covering polytopes, 2-sum and 3-sum of binary matroids for the convex 
hull of disjoint union of circuits [17], and others [2,3, 12, 14,20,21]). 
In this paper we introduce a new composition operation for clutters, the anti-join. 
A key property of this new operation, which gave the initial motivation to our 
investigation, is that in the special cases of clutters of edge sets of all trees or cotrees in 
graphs, the anti-join composition corresponds to the well-known merge operation 1181. 
After introducing the basic definitions and properties of the anti-join operation 
(Section 2) we show (Section 3) how the linear descriptions of the covering polyhedra 
associated with the component clutters have to be combined in order to obtain the 
linear description of the covering polyhedron associated with the resulting clutter. 
These results imply a characterization, through the anti-join polyhedral composi- 
tion, of the cycle and cocycle (i.e. disconnecting edge set) polyhedra associated with 
a graph G in terms of the corresponding polyhedra associated with the triconnected 
components of G. These aspects are dealt with in Section 5. 
Our results are closely related to those obtained by Cunningham [lo] for the join 
composition operation. In fact, we prove that the anti-join is isomorphic to the join 
operation with respect to taking blockers. That is, whenever a clutter 9 is the join of 
two clutters _Yr and L&, the blocker h(Y) is the anti-join of h(Y1) and h(LZ2). 
It is worthwhile to observe that in all the polyhedral composition operations 
proposed so far in the literature, only the knowledge of the facet-defining inequalities 
of the component polyhedra Q(L?i) and Q(LZ2) is required to obtain the linear 
description of the resulting polyhedron Q(Y). Conversely, in the polyhedral composi- 
tion associated with the anti-join operation, facet-defining inequalities arise both from 
facet-defining and ridge-defining inequalities for the component polyhedra. Analo- 
gously, ridge-defining inequalities are obtained by combining faces of even lower 
dimension, and so on. As a result, we have that it is no longer meaningful to consider 
properties of polyhedra which depend only on facets, as such properties are not likely 
to be preserved by the anti-join composition. In this spirit, in Section 4, we introduce 
a property (F-property) of the faces of any order of a polyhedron which generalizes 
the Fulkerson property, and we prove that the anti-join composition preserves such 
property. 
This result enables us to generalize results of Cornuejols et al. [S] and Conforti 
and Wolsey [7] for series-parallel graphs and to describe the structure of the 
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facet-defining inequalities for the dominant of the convex hull of cycles and cocycles 
for the class of graphs noncontractible to W, (Section 5). 
In the rest of this section we give the main definitions and notation used throughout 
the paper. We assume familiarity with the basic concepts of polyhedral theory and 
only define a few terms here. The book [25] by Schrijver contains all the background 
material needed. 
Let E be any finite set. We consider the linear vector space [WE, whose vectors have 
components indexed by the elements of E. If C E E then X’E [WE, denotes the incidence 
vector of C, that is x5= 1 if eeC, x$=0 otherwise. The vectors of R” whose compo- 
nents are all equal to 0 or all equal to 1 are, respectively, denoted by 0 and 1. The 
dimension of a set ScRE, denoted by dim(S), is the maximum number of affinely 
independent points in S - 1. A polyhedron P c [WE is the intersection of finitely many 
half-spaces in R”. 
If a is any vector in [WE- {0} and r0 any real number, then the inequality aTx >a0 is 
valid with respect to P if PC {x: aTx3a o$. The set S(a)={eEE:cc,#O} is called the 
support of the inequality. Ifthe set F= {xEP: aTx=c(,,} is nonempty, then it is afbce of 
P and we say that F is dejined by the inequality aTx > cto. An inequality which defines 
a face is said to be,face-dejining. 
A face F of P which contains k affinely independent points is called a k-face. 
A dim(P)-face is a facet and a (dim(P)- 1)-face is a ridge. 
Throughout the paper we represent an inequality aTx>uo with c(e >0 in the 
equivalent form (normalized form) (aT/q,)x 3 1. 
A subset system 2 is a collection of subsets A 1, . . . , A, of a finite set E. The subsets 
Ai of the collection are called the members of 9, the set E is called the ground set of 
9 and denoted by E(9). 
Given a clutter _Y and a set Zc E(_Y'), the clutter of all the members of _Y which 
have empty intersection with Z is said to be obtained from 9 by deletion of the set 
Z and is denoted by _Y\Z; the clutter of all the minimal members of { Ai-Z: A+9 ] 
is said to be obtained from 3’ by contraction of Z and denoted by 9/Z. Any clutter 
9’ obtained from 9 by a sequence of deletions and contractions is said to be a minor 
of 9. 
The family of all the covers of 3 which are minimal (with respect to set inclusion) 
is called the blocker of 3’ and denoted by b(Y). Evidently, b(Y) is a clutter itself. 
Moreover, the relation between clutters and their blockers is symmetric, that is, if two 
clutters _Yi and _Yz satisfy _Yi = b(_Y2), then they also satisfy _Yioz= b(_‘TI). Two 
clutters in such a relation are said to be a blocking pair of clutters. The relation 
between a minor and its blocker is given by b(_Y\Z)=b(L?)/Z and 
b(LT/Z)=b(LF)\Z. 
An independence system 9 is a nonempty subset system satisfying AC BEG * 
AEY. The members of 9 are called independent sets; the subsets of E(9) which are not 
independent are called dependent sets; a maximal independent set is called a base, 
a minimal dependent set is called a circuit. It is apparent that a set is independent if 
and only if it contains no circuit; hence, the independence system is fully characterized 
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by the family of its circuits. Moreover, such a family constitutes a clutter. Conversely, 
given any clutter 2, there exists an independence system $Y for which liv constitutes 
the family of circuits. The members of JJ~ are the complementary sets (with respect to 
E(Z)) of the covers of 2, i.e. YY={ C: E(Z)-C is a cover of Y}. 
Hence, we can associate with any clutter _Y the polytope P(Y) (or Q(Y)) 
whose extreme points are the incidence vectors of the independent sets of 99 (or 
the covers of 2). The polytopes P(Y) and Q(Y) are called the independence 
system polytope and the covering polytope, respectively. The polytopes P(Z) and 
Q(Y) are related by a simple affine transformation (xEP(Y) if and only if _ 
(1 --x)EQ(W). 
The structure of the covering (independence system) polytope has been studied by 
many authors in the past years [l, 13,19,23,24]. In particular, several classes of 
facet-defining inequalities have been described for Q(P) (P(9)) along with some 
‘lifting’ procedures which enable one to produce facets of Q(P) from facets of 
a polytope Q(_Y’) associated with a minor 60’ of 5Y. 
Let VY={xc~R . E(z), C~h(2)) be the set of the incidence vectors of the members 
of b(P). The dominant Q(Y) of Q(Z) (also called covering polyhedron) is defined as 
Q(_Y)=conv( V’)+ [w+ E(y) The properties of Q(Y) have been first studied by Fulker- . 
son [15] in connection with the theory of ‘blocking polyhedra’. We summarize in the 
following the properties of Q(Y) that will be used in Section 3 to prove the polyhedral 
features of the anti-join composition. 
It can easily be shown that, with the sole exception of the trivial inequalities 
x,< 1 (eEE(5?)), an inequality which defines a facet for Q(Z) also defines a facet for 
Q( 2). Conversely, every inequality aTx > 1 which defines a facet for Q(Z) defines also 
a facet for the polytope Q(Y!), where _Y’ is the minor of 9 obtained by deleting the 
set E(Y)-_(a). 
The following proposition lists some remarks on the structure of Q(Z) whose 
straightforward proofs are omitted. 
Proposition 1.1. (i) Q(T) is nonempty and,full-dimensional if und only !f 2 is not the 
trivial clutter is}; 
(ii) for each ewe the inequality x,30 delfines a (trivial)fucet of Q(Y) if and only 
if Q(_Y/{e) ) is .full-dimensional; 
(iii) every inequality aTx3 1 which is valid jbr Q(9) satisjie.s u,>O .ftir euck 
eEE(Y); ,furtkermore, aTx> 1 is valid ,for Q(Y) if und only if it is valid ,for 
conv( VY); 
(iv) Let F he a .fuce of Q(Y) defined by UII inequality aTx> 1; then 
F=conv(V,)+cone(R,), where VF={x~VY: aTx=l} and R,=(x(“)E[W~‘~“: u,=O\,. 
Consequently, !f a,#0 fbr each eeE(T) then F =conv( V,); hence F is a ,fuce of‘ the 
polytope conv( Vy). 
The following proposition, which we state without proof, relates faces of a polyhed- 
ron Q(T’) to faces of Q(g), where _Y’ is some minor of 9. 
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Proposition 1.2. Let Z he a subset of E(2). Let 2” he the minor of 2 obtained by 
deleting the set Z. Then the polyhedron Q(Y’) is the projection of the polyhedron Q(2) 
onto the subspace RE(zY)-Z c R”(2). Moreover, an inequality 
c &X,3 1 (1.1) 
eeE(9)-Z 
is valid for Q(2) tfand only tfit is valid for Q(Y’) and defines a k-face of Q(9) ifand 
only ifit defines a (k-IZI)-face of Q(2”). 
Proposition 1.2 implies that inequality (1.1) defines a facet (a ridge) of Q(Y) if and 
only if it defines a facet (a ridge) of Q(diP’). 
The proof of the following proposition can easily be obtained along the same line as 
in the proof of an analogous result stated in [24]. 
Proposition 1.3. Let 2” he a nonempty minor of 2 obtained by contracting the 
set ZsE(2’). Zf an inequality CesE(9JPZaexe~u0 dejines a facet of Q(9’) then, 
for each fgZ, there exists al <a0 (lifting coefficient) such that the inequality 
c eeE~Y~_Zae~,+a/.~~>uo defines a facet of the polyhedron Q(Y/(Z-{ f })). 
2. The anti-join operation 
Cunningham [lo] introduced the concept of join composition 9 =41 * 9z of two 
independence systems 4i and Y2 with E(Y1)nE(Y2)={ f } and showed how the 
linear descriptions of the polytopes P(Yr) and P(9,) have to be combined to obtain 
the linear description of P(Y). 
Due to the correspondence between clutters and independence systems described in 
Section 1, it is possible to define the join of two clutters Zr and Yz as the clutter Y of 
the circuits of the independence system $2 =92, * 9~~. 
In particular, given two clutters .Yr and Z2 such that E(zI)nE(2,)= { f ), the join 
of Yip1 and _Ytp2 is the clutter 9 of the minimal members of the family 
and denoted by _Y = -W1 * Yz. 
In this section we introduce another composition operation for the clutters L?‘r and 
_f.ZLpz defined above, the anti-join operation, which produces the clutter of the minimal 
members of the family 
We denote the anti-join 9 of _F’r and Yz by L? = _Y’r 0 Tz. 
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The relationship between the join and the anti-join operations is expressed by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let _Yl und Z2 he two clutters such that E(_Y’l)nE(Yz)= {.f ). Then 
h(~~~~,)=b(~~)*h(~*). 
Proof. Let X’i=h(P’i), X2=b(Z2), _fZ=Y4p,oS?2 and Z=X’i*&. We have that 
E(X)=E(.Y’,)uE(Y,)- [.f). We prove the theorem by showing that .S? is equal to 
b(X). We first prove the following claims. 
Claim 1. If C1 is a cover qf X1 and Cz is a cover of A?‘2 such that Cl nC2 = 0, then 
C=C,uC,- [.f] is a cover qf 2, 
By definition of join, &’ G(%‘\ {,f i )u(X2\ (,f) )uX’, where X’ denotes the 
family 
Since C,nC, =& we have that Ci or C2 does not contain the elementf: Without loss 
of generality, assume,[#Ci. It follows that Ci has nonempty intersection with every 
member of 2’. In fact, suppose that C,nA=@ for some A=A,uA,- (,f JcX” with 
fEAIEX1 andf’EA2EX2. It follows that C,nA, =Cln(Al -if})=@, a contradic- 
tion. Now, since C 1 - { ,f } and C2 - { 1’) are covers of X1 \ ( .f ) and X2\ ( .f ), we have 
that the set C,uC,--{J’} is a cover of 2’. 
Claim 2. Every member C qf 9 is a cover of‘%. 
In fact, by definition of anti-join, C=CIuC2-(,f} for some Ci~_9’i=h(X’~) and 
Cz~Yz=h(~z), with C1nC2=0, so that Claim 1 applies. 
We now prove that hey. If h(Z) is empty, the statement is trivially true, 
hence assume b(X’)#0 and let B be any member of b(X), B1 =BnE(Y,), 
B, = BnE(Y’,). 
Claim 3. B1 is a corer of‘&‘\ (11 and B2 is a cover qf Y?\{,f ‘, 
In fact, if there exists a set Ai~Si\ (,f) with BinAi=@ (i= 1 or 2) we have that, by 
definition of join, a member AEZ exists with A 5 Ai. Hence, we have the contradic- 
tion BnA G BinAi=@. 
Claim 4. B, is a cover of PI or B, is a cover of X2. 
Assume, on the contrary, that there exist two sets A1~PU1 and A,E%‘~ such that 
B,nA,=B2nAA=@ By Claim 3, we can assume ,fgA,nA*. We have that, by 
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definition of join, there exists a set A G(A, uA 2 - (f}) with AC*. Hence, 
BnA~(BlnA,)u(B,nA2)=~, a contradiction. 
By the above claim, we can assume, without loss of generality, that B1 is a cover of 
Z1. Furthermore, let i2 be a cover of #z containing B2 and minimal with this 
property. By Claim 3 we have that either iz=B, or B”,=B,u{ f). Moreover, 
B,n&=@. 
Claim 5. B,E~(~~)=~~ and ~,E~(X~)=Z’~. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist two members B;E~(%‘~) and B;~h(i%‘~) 
such that B; z B1, B; E B”, and at least one of the inclusions is proper. It follows that 
there exists an element y in (B,uB”,)-(BiuB;). 
Suppose that y=f: Since fdoes not belong to B1 - B;, it follows that f~i~--B;. 
This implies thatfeiz, that is, B, is not a cover of Xz. Since B; is a cover of Xo2 and 
B; - {f} G B2, it follows that f~&, a contradiction. 
Hence, yff and so the set B’= B;uB; - { ,f} is a proper subset of 
BlugZ- {f’} = B,uB,= B. But by Claim 1, we have that the set B’ is a cover of &“, 
contradicting the minimality of B. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (conclusion). As a consequence of Claim 5 we have that the set 
B,u&-{f)=B’ IS a member of the family 512(Y1, .5Zp2) and hence contains a member 
C’ of 9. Moreover, by Claim 2, C’ is a cover of X’. Since no proper subset of B has 
this property, necessarily C’ = B, proving b(X) G 2. 
Finally, since 9 is a clutter whose members, by Claim 2, are covers of &?, and 
9 contains the blocker of X, we can conclude that 9’ coincides with h(Z), as 
claimed. 0 
The above result suggests a ‘divide and conquer’ strategy for solving a covering 
problem P(_Y, w) on some clutter _Y= _Y1 0 Yz with respect to a weight vector 
WEIW~‘~~. In fact, let CA (Cf ) be an optimal and minimal cover of ~i/(f} (pi\ (f}) 
with respect to w, thus C6Eb(Z’i)\{,f) (CjEb(cFi)/(f}). Then an optimal and 
minimal cover of 9 is among the sets C,‘, C,‘, CiuCf, as immediately follows from 
Theorem 2.1 and the definition of join. 
3. Polyhedral results 
Let 9, and -r;P, be two clutters with E(5Y1)nE(_Yz)={f). The purpose of this 
section is to provide a polyhedral operation which combines the linear descriptions of 
the polyhedra Q(9,) and Q(9,) to produce the linear description of the polyhedron 
Q(~P~z). 
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For each vector UE[W~‘~’ and each F&E(Y) we denote by a(F) the sum CeEFae. 
Throughout this section we consider three clutters L?r, YZ and 9?;vJ with E, = E(L?,), 
E,=E(Z~),E,nE,=(,fj, E3=E*uEZ-{.f’) and Y3 = _%‘r c _Yp2. Furthermore, given 
a vector ZE rWY3 and a scalar I., 0 d iL < 1, we also consider two inequalities 
(3.1) 
c 7r,.x,+(I _i)Xf> 1. (3.2) 
eE.E-;/; 
In what follows we prove that the inequality 
(3.3) 
is valid for the polyhedron Q(_Y3) if and only if inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are valid, 
respectively, for the polyhedra Q(9,) and Q(_Y2). Moreover, we give necessary and 
sufficient conditions under which inequality (3.3) is facet-defining. Such characteriza- 
tion will allow us to provide a closed-form linear description of Q(-4V3) given the linear 
descriptions of Q(_Yr) and Q(L?~). 
Theorem 3.1. Inequality (3.3) is ualid,for Q(_Y,) if and ml? if there exists i. satisfying 
O,<i. < 1 such that inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are valid, respectively, ftir the polyhedra 
Q(~I) and Q(Td. 
Proof. ‘If’: Assume that inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are valid for the respective poly- 
hedra. Since all the coefficients of inequality (3.3) are nonnegative, to prove its validity 
it is sufficient to show that it is satisfied by the incidence vector of every member C 
of h(9)3). 
By Theorem 2.1, we have h( 12,) = h( _I?~) * h( _Y2) and hence, by definition of the join 
operation, either C~h(_Yr)\j.f’) ‘h(_Y?,) or C~h(6c;)\ (f’i ~h(9’~) or there exist sets 
CI~b(.L?r) and C2~h(ZZ) such that C,nC,= (.r‘} and C=C1uC2-(.fi. 
If C is a member of h(Yr )\ (.I‘], then its incidence vector satisfies inequality (3.1). 
Analogously, if C is a member of h(P’,)\ [,l‘f its incidence vector satisfies inequality 
(3.2). In both cases, sincef‘$C, inequality (3.3) is satisfied by the incidence vector of C. 
Now, assume that C=CruC,-(,I‘) with CIEb(_Y,), C,Eb(Y%,) and 
CrnC,= (,f]. As a consequence, by inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) we have 
By adding the above inequalities, we obtain 
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that is, the incidence vector of C satisfies inequality (3.3). Hence, inequality (3.3) is 
valid for Q(Z3). 
‘Only if’: Now assume that inequality (3.3) is valid for Q(Y3). Observe that if 
inequality (3.1) is valid for Q(_Yi) for some A=1 then it is also valid for any A>x 
Similarly, if inequality (3.2) is valid for Q(_Y2) for some 1. = Ithen it is also valid for any 
2 < 1 Moreover, observe that for J. = 1 inequality (3.1) is valid for Q( .5?i) and for 2 = 0 
inequality (3.2) is valid for Q(_Yz). Let ;I1 < 1 be the minimum value for i such 
that inequality (3.1) is valid for Q(Zi) and let A2 >,O be the maximum value for ,J such 
that inequality (3.2) is valid for Q(Zz). We claim that A1 ~2,. Assume, otherwise, that 
i1 > i2 and pick any i satisfying Ii > 1, > AZ. We have that there exist members 
Ci~b(Yi) and C2~b(_Yz) whose incidence vectors do not satisfy, respectively, in- 
equalities (3.1) and (3.2). Iff$Ci (i= 1 or 2) then Ci is a cover of _Ys whose incidence 
vector does not satisfy inequality (3.3). IffEC1nC2, we have that C,uCz-{fj is 
a cover of 9’S whose incidence vector does not satisfy inequality (3.3). In any case, 
inequality (3.3) is not valid for Q(_Y,), a contradiction. We can conclude that A1 <A, 
and hence, for ii <A<).*, both inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are valid for the respective 
polyhedra. The theorem follows. 0 
In the following we denote as Vi the family of the members of b(Yi) (i= 1,2,3) 
whose incidence vectors satisfy inequality (3.i) as an equality. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are valid, respectively, for poly- 
hedra Q(PI) and Q(L?*). Then we have that 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, inequality (3.3) is valid for Q(?Zs). Let C&‘i *%Fz. By the 
definition of the join operation, we have that either C is a member of Wi\f(i = 1 or 2) 
or there exist members Ci~%‘i and C2~gz with fgC1nCz such that 
C=CIuC2-{f}. I n any case, it is easily shown that the incidence vector of C satisfies 
(3.3) as an equality. Consequently, CE%?~ and hence Vi * %:z GW,. 
Now let CE%‘~C~(~~). If C~b(Zi)\{f’} or C~h(_Y’~)\(ff, it follows that 
CEV~ *Vz. So, assume C=C1uCz-{f} f or some Ci~b(Zi) and Cz~h(Zz) such 
that C1nCz={f}. We claim that CiEVi (i=l,2). In fact if, for instance, C1#%l, we 
have that rr(C,-If})> l-1.. Hence, since CE%?~, we have n(Cz-{f})<i, contra- 
dicting the validity of (3.2) for Q(_Y,). Hence, C&Z1 * %?z and the theorem follows. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Inequality (3.3) is facet-defining,for the polyhedron Q(Z3) if” and only {f 
there exists 2 satisfying O<i< 1 such that either 
(i) One of the inequalities (3.1) and (3.2), say (3.i) is facet-defining for the polyhedron 
Q(~i) and the other one, say (3.j), defines either a facet or a ridge R ofQ(~j) which is 
supported neither by the hyperplane H!=(xE[W~J: x/=0} nor by any hyperplane 
orthogonal to H! and containing the origin; or 
(ii) inqualifies (3.1) und (3.2) urc w/id. rP,sp~c,tille/~,,1or polyhedru Q(_Y’,) and Q(_5&) 
und the inequulitic~s 
c 7T,s, 3 I , (3.5.1) 
etl:,-;f; 
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, we can assume without loss of generality that the inequal- 
ity (3.3) has full support on E,. As a consequence, also inequality (3.5.i) (i= 1.2) has 
full support on Ei - ( j ). 
‘If’: By hypothesis, there exists i(O<i.< 1) such that inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) 
define, respectively. faces F1 of Q(Yi) and Fz of Q(YVZ) satisfying condition (i) or (ii). 
Moreover, by Theorem 3. I, inequality (3.3) is valid for Q(YJ). Let F, be the face of 
Q( JYj) defined by inequality (3.3). Let F( (i = 1,2) be the face of Q(_Y’/ (,fi ) defined by 
inequality (3.5.i) and let %“I be the family of members of h(_Yi/ (,/‘) )=h(~Z’~)j ( f) whose 
incidence vectors are in FI. Evidently, V:‘(=%?‘,, i r). Since inequality (3.3) has full 
support on E,, we have that all the vertices of F, are incidence vectors of members of 
h( Ya). Hence, F, = cortr( (xc: CE%?~ ) ) and, similarly, F,! = cottr( (xc: C&i ) ) (i = 1,2). 
Assume that F, is not a facet of Q( Y’,). This implies that there exists a nonzero vector 
PER” such that the equation 
p(C)=0 (3.6) 
is satisfied by every member CE%?~. We can assume, without loss of generality, that at 
least one nonzero coefficient pi exists with i~Ei - (,/‘). Since W; =%“,\, i,/‘) c%‘,, we 
have that equation (3.6) is satisfied by every member CE%L;;, which implies that F; is 
not a facet of Q(-Yi/ (,/‘) ) and consequently condition (ii) is not satisfied. Hence, 
assume that condition (ij is satisfied. 
We claim that there exists a coefficient /I,., which depends on 7.. such that every 
member C of %‘i satisfies p’( C)=O. such that p’=( p*. ps), where p* is the restriction of 
p on E, - (,/‘). If,f’$C, we have Cc%‘; c%?‘, and consequently, for any /Jo, the claim is 
true. Hence, we have to consider only the case,f’EC. 
If i = I, since the incidence vector of every member of %?i satisfies inequality (3.1) as 
an equality, we have C = (J ). Hence, we can let ilI =0, and the claim is true. 
If i< 1, we have that inequality (3.2) has full support on Ez. Hence, we have 
Fz =conr( (x”: CE%‘~) ). By condition (i) F, is either a facet of Q(YZ) which cannot be 
supported by Hj. or a ridge which is not supported by Hj. In both cases, there exists 
a member C2~gZ with,J’ECz. Moreover, the set C’=CuC’- [ 1’; belongs to F3 and, 
if j.=O, CZ=i,/‘). Hence, letting o/=p(C,-(,/‘)) (=0, if i=O). we have p(C)= 
p(C- [ /‘))+pr=p(C- (.f))+p(C,- (,f‘))=p(C’)=O and the claim is proved. 
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Now observe that, if i=O, F,=cono({xC: C~%t})++c~ne({x~~)}) and, if A>O, 
F1 =conu( {xc: CEW,}). Hence, we have that every point xcF1 satisfies CeeEl pexe=O, 
which shows that F, is not a facet of Q(L?r). 
The same argument can be used to show that F, is not a facet of Q(Z2), yielding 
a contradiction to condition (i). Hence, F, must be a facet of Q(Y3). 
‘Only if’: Now assume that inequality (3.3) defines a facet of Q(LZ3). By 
Theorem 3.1, there exists ,I(O<,I < 1) such that inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are valid for 
Q(P’r) and Q(Y,), respectively. As before, let Fi (i= 1,2) denote the face of Q(9i) 
defined by inequality (3.i). We consider two cases. 
Observe that b(~l)\{f}=b(~~/{f})~~(~~) and b(.3’~)\(f}=b(LZ’~/{f})~ 
b(_Y3). Hence, by the validity of (3.3) for Q(9,), we have that the inequalities (3.5.1) 
and (3.5.2) are valid, respectively, for the polyhedra Q(Y,/{f}) and Q(L?,/{f}). 
Moreover, since inequality (3.3) is facet-defining, we have that there exist 
IEl I+ lE21 -2 members of %Zs whose incidence vectors are linearly independent. 
Consequently, since PZ3 sb(_Yl)\{f}ub(9’,)\{f}, we have that there exist IEl I- 1 
members of %?3nb(91/{f}) satisfying (3.5.1) as an equality and IE21- 1 members of 
%?‘,nb(YiP,/{f}) satisfying (3.5.2) as an equality. It follows that inequalities (3.5.1) and 
(3.5.2) define facets of the polyhedra Q(L?r/{,f)) and Q(ZZ/{f}), respectively, and 
hence condition (ii) holds. 
Case 2: ~~~b(~~)\(f‘}ub(~~)\CfS. 
The set ‘8’=W3n{AiuBj-{f}: f~Ai~b(~i”,), f~Bj~b(~2)} is nonempty. Since 
%3=%1*%?2, we have that there exist members C1~+ZI and CZ~VZ with 
CInCz={f}. We claim that the sets F1 and F2 are faces of Q(Zr) and Q(YZ) 
satisfying condition (i). 
Assume that neither F, nor Fz are facets and hence there exist nonzero vectors 
PIE(WE1 and p2~iRE2 such that the equality 
1 p;x,=o (3.7) 
is satisfied by every point in Fi (i = 1,2). Thus, (3.7) is satisfied by the incidence vectors 
of the members of pi, in particular by .I?‘, so that pi must have at least one nonzero 
component pi with e #$ Since Vs = %?r * VZ, it is an easy observation that, if p$=O 
(i= 1 or 2) then the equality 
c p;x,=o 
t?eE,-(f) 
is satisfied by the incidence vector of every member of GI?~. Moreover, if pj # 0 (i = 1,2), 
then the equality 
which, by the above remark, has some nonzero coefficient, is satisfied by the incidence 
vector of every member of q3. In any case, since the above inequalities are not 
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positive multiples of (3.3), we get a contradiction to the fact that F, is facet-defining. 
Hence, at least one of F, and F, is a facet of the respective polyhedron. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that F, is a facet of Q(_Yr). If F, is neither a facet nor a ridge 
of Q(_Y2) or it is supported by a hyperplane orthogonal to Hf2, we have that there 
exists a nonzero vector p~[w”‘-(~) such that the equality 
c Pe.Xe=O 
ea.?-(f; 
is satisfied by the incidence vector of every member of V2. But, since %?)3 = WI * V2, the 
same equality is also satisfied by the incidence vector of every member of W3, 
a contradiction. Finally, F2 cannot be supported by the hyperplane x,=0, because 
,fEC2 and xc2~F2. Hence, F1 and F, satisfy condition (i) and the proof of the theorem 
is completed. 0 
The above theorem completely characterizes the facet-defining inequalities for 
Q(_Y3). However, its application to derive linear descriptions of Q(TJ) from linear 
descriptions of Q(_Yr) and Q(9,) is problematic, since it requires the knowledge of 
suitable defining inequalities for the ridges of Q(Z’r) and Q(YJ, that usually are not 
available. Nonetheless, we can deduce a practically usable, though in general redun- 
dant, linear description of Q(9,) whose inequalities are given in closed form in terms 
of facet-defining inequalities for Q(2r) and Q(9,). 
Corollary 3.4. Let the dqfining linear systems for the polyhedra Q( 9,) (t = 1,2) he given 
as ,follow.s: 
I 
c njx,+~~~.x~> 1 (iEN,), 
esE,-;f) 
.X,30 (ecEA 
where N, and E, are suitable sets of indices. Then a dejining linear system jtir the 
polyhedron Q(?Z,) is given by 
c njx, + c i,(i,j, k)x,3 1, iEN,, jEN,, kEN,, 
h?EE,-;f; MEZm(/; 
n;+n;> 1, 7$+7$<1, (3.8b) 
c &(i,j, k)x,+ C rrkx,bl, iEN2,,jEN1, kENI, 
eeE,-[f) reE2r[f) 
7++7c;> 1, n;+rr;< 1, (3.8~) 
x,30 (eEE,), (3.8d) 
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where the coefficients A,(i, j, k) are dejined only for rcj # 7~: and are given by 
I (i j k)=(l-n;-n;)n.‘+(n:++ l)n,k 
e 2 1 I+$ 
Proof. First we show that the inequalities in (3.8) are valid for Q(5Y3). Consider the 
generic inequality (3.8a). It is easy to see that there exist two inequalities having 
the form (3.1) and (3.2), with rrce=7cd (eEEi-{f}), rc,=nd (ecEz-{f}), A=n: 
and (1 -A)> n$, which are valid, respectively, for Q(Z1) and Q(Z,). Hence, by 
Theorem 3.1, inequality (3.8a) is valid for Q(Zs). 
Consider now the generic inequality (3.8b). Observe that the inequality 
1 A,(i, j, k)x,+A,(i, j, k)x,> 1 
eeE2-ISI 
is a convex combination of the valid inequalities for Q(P’,) indexed by jeN, and 
ke N2, with coefficients 
Ai =(l -n;-7r;)/(7+7c~), 
(3.9) 
~,=(n:+~:-l)/(~j--~), 
respectively, and hence it is also valid for Q(_YZ). Moreover, we have 
A,( i, j, k) = (1 - x:). Consequently, also in this case there exist inequalities of the form 
(3.1) and (3.2), with n,=rcL (eEEi--{f}), n,=&(i,j,k) (eEE,-{f}), A=ni and 
(1-A) = i,-(i,j, k), valid for Q(P’i) and Q(gJ, respectively, so that inequality (3.8b) is 
valid for Q(_Y3) by Theorem 3.1. 
In the same way, we can show the validity of any inequality of the form (3.8~). 
Finally, the inequalities (3.8d) are trivially valid for Q(_Ys). 
To complete the proof of the corollary, we have to show that every nontrivial 
facet-defining inequality for Q(Y,), as characterized by Theorem 3.3, is redundant 
with respect to the system (3.8). Consider a facet-defining inequality for Q(Ys) of the 
form (3.3) which arises from valid inequalities for Q(T,) and Q(_Y2) of the form (3.1) 
(3.2), satisfying Theorem 3.3(i). If both inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are facet-defining for 
the respective polyhedra, let iEN, and jEN, be the associated indices. We have that 
inequality (3.3) has form (3.8a), with ne=rrj (eEE, -{f}), n,=&e~E~-{f}), A=rri, 
(1 -n,=,;. 
Conversely, assume that inequality (3.1) is facet-defining for Q(.Y1) (its index being 
iEN1) while inequality (3.2) defines a ridge R of Q(TZ). We have that (3.2) is a conic 
combination of two facet-defining inequalities I, and lb for Q(Y,). I, and lb are 
nontrivial, otherwise R would be supported either by HfZ (if one of I,, lb were xf > 0) or 
by an hyperplane orthogonal to Hj and containing the origin (if one of I,, I, were 
xh 3 0, h #f). Moreover, in normalized form, I, and Ib have different coefficients for 
x/: otherwise, the inequality obtained by subtracting I, from I,, would define a sup- 
porting hyperplane for R, orthogonal to Hf and containing the origin. Let j, kE N2 be 
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the indices of I, and lb. Without loss of generality, we can assume rc:>rcj. Observe 
that, since all the inequalities are in normalized form, the conic combination which 
produces (3.2) is a convex combination. Moreover, the coefficient for x,. resulting from 
such combination must be equal to (1 - A)=( 1 -x:). We can conclude that 
rc)+ rrj> l,n)+ 713~ 1 and the coefficients of the combination are given by (3.9). 
Hence, inequality (3.3) can be written in the form (3.8b). 
Analogously, if inequality (3.1) is ridge-defining for Q(Y,) while inequality (3.2) is 
facet-defining for Q(_YZ) there exist suitable indices HEN, and j, kcN, such that 
inequality (3.3) can be written in the form (3.8~). 
Finally, consider a facet-defining inequality for Q(YJ) of the form (3.3) which arises 
from valid inequalities for Q(_Yi) and Q(Z’*) of the form (3.1) (3.2) satisfying 
Theorem 3.3(ii). By Proposition 1.3, we have that there exist lifting coefficients pj <A, 
p$ <( 1 -i) such that the inequalities 
c JT,x,+pL:x/~ 1. 
esEt-(SJ 
define facets of Q(Z,) and Q(.Y*), respectively. Let id N1 and jGN, be the indexes of 
such facets. Moreover, TC~ + rc: = p; + pcfz d 1. Hence, inequality (3.3) can be written in 
the form (3.8a) with rc,=rrf (e~Ei-{,f}) and n,=rcd (eEEz-{f’}). 0 
4. The F-property 
In this section we introduce a property which generalizes the Fulkerson property 
for covering polyhedra and we show that such a property is preserved by the anti-join 
composition operation. To simplify the notation, in what follows we relax the 
definition of a k-face of a polyhedron Q by allowing k = 0 and calling O-face the empty 
set, assumed to be defined by any valid inequality whose supporting hyperplane does 
not interesect Q. 
Definition 4.1. Let F be a k-face of a polyhedron Q s R”. We define a subset J c E 
with 1 JI = k to be a base of F if there exist k affinely independent points 
{CCY’), ..., (xk,yk)} c F with x’ELW~ such that the vectors {xi, . . , x”} are 
set of F associated with J. 
Observe that we can always choose a basic set -Y- composed by integral vectors. In 
fact, by Proposition l.l(iv), there exist k integral vectors {(X’,y’), . . ..(Xk.yk)j c F 
which are affinely independent. Moreover, a simple argument of linear algebra shows 
that also the vectors {X’ , . . , Xk) are linearly independent. 
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Remark 4.2. For each inequality aTx 2 1 which defines a k-face F (k #O) of a polyhed- 
ron Q E [WE and for each base J of F, we have that E-S(a) G J. 
Proof. Assume that there exists an element f$J with af = 0. Let ^y_ = {x1, . . . , x”} be 
a basic set of F associated with J. Let p = {(xl, l), . . . , (xk, l)} be the vectors of Iw”“i/‘) 
obtained from the vectors in V by letting the component indexed byfbe equal to 1. 
Let X be a fixed vector of v and let Xr be the vector with components Xi = X, for e #f 
and %f” = Xr + 1. The family vu { xf } is composed by affinely independent vectors and 
hence the set J’=Ju{f} IS a base of F of cardinality k+ 1, which contradicts the 
assumption that F is a k-face. 0 
We can use the notion of a base J of a given nontrivial k-face F (k # 0) to derive 
a canonical parametric representation for F as follows. Let {(xl, y ‘), . . . , (xk, y”)} c F 
with xi~ R-’ be a set of affinely independent points with V = {x1, . . . , x”} a basic set of 
F associated with J. Let X and Y be respectively, the matrices whose rows are the 
vectors xi,yi (1 <id k). For every inequality in normalized form which defines F, 
1 u,x,+ c u,x,31, 
esJ eeE-J 
we have that the vectors u and u satisfy the system 
(4.1) 
xu+ Yu=l. 
Since X is an invertible matrix, we can write 
u=u(u)=X_‘(l- Yu), 
and rewrite (4.1) as 
U(u)TX+uTy>l, (4.2) 
where u is a vector of 1 E-J1 parameters. Every nontrivial inequality (in normalized 
form) which defines F is obtained from (4.2) by a suitable choice of the parameters. 
Moreover, since J is a base of F, (4.2) is the unique canonical parametric representa- 
tion of F associated with J. 
Definition 4.3. Let F G {i: 0 d A d 1) be a set of rational numbers containing (0, l} 
and closed under complementation to 1 (that is, iefl implies (1 -n)~Pt). Let 9 be 
a clutter and Q(3) be the covering polyhedron associated with 3’. We say that 
a nontrivial face F of Q(Z) has the P-property if, for every base J 5 E( 9) of F, every 
inequality 7rTx > 1 which defines F and satisfies Z,E~ for each eFE(Z)- J satisfies 
also rr,~9 for each ~EJ. Furthermore, we say that Q(Z) has the y- property if every 
nontrivial face of it has the F-property. 
Notice that we can check whether a given face F satisfies the F-property by looking 
at the canonical parametric representations of F associated with its bases. 
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A covering polyhedron Q(Z) is said to have the Fulkerson property (also called the 
weak max-Jiow min-cut property) if all of its facets are defined by inequalities having 
only zero-one coefficients (right-hand side included). In such case, the clutter _Y is 
said to be ideal. The following theorem states the equivalence between the Fulkerson 
property and the F-property for 9 = {0, 11. 
Theorem 4.4. Let F denote the set {O, 1). A polyhedron Q(9) has the Fulkerson 
property if and only ij” it has the P-property. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Hence, we have to show that if every facet of Q(Y) is 
defined by an inequality having only zero-one coefficients, then Q(Z) has the 
9-property. 
Consider a face F G Q(9) with base J G E(9), defined by an inequality aTx 3 1 with 
U,E~ for eE(E(Y)-J). Note that, by Remark 4.2, a, must be equal to 1 for 
eg(E(Y)-J). In other words, assume that F is defined by an inequality of the form 
(4.3) 
where J’ GJ satisfies a, > 0 for eEJ’, and C = E( 9)- J. Furthermore, assume that 
there exists an element hgJ such that a,,+!P. Note that J’ is nonempty, since clearly 
hEJ’. Let D = J -J’ and consider the clutter 9’= _Y\D. By Proposition 1.2, inequality 
(4.3) defines a face F’GQ(P”) having base J’. Let -Y- be an associated basic set. As 
observed above, we can assume that every vector X’EV is integral, arising from an 
integral point of F’, say (x’,y’). Moreover, we have that yi is zero, since otherwise xi 
would be zero, contradicting the hypothesis that V is a basic set. Consider now the 
clutter _!Y”=_Y’/C. By the above observations, we have that the vectors in V are 
incidence vectors of covers of 9”. Moreover, the inequality 
(4.4) 
is valid for Q(9”) and is satisfied as an equality by the vectors in V. Since 
I”Vj=IJ’I=IE(Z”)j, inequality (4.4) defines a facet of Q(_Y”). Hence, by Proposi- 
tions 1.2 and 1.3, inequality (4.4) can be lifted to a facet-defining inequality for Q(9) 
of the following form: 
c a,x,+ c hex,3 1. 
esJ’ eeC 
Since u~E{O, 11, we have a contradiction to the hypothesis that Q(9) has the 
Fulkerson property. 0 
In the following, as in Section 3, we consider three clutters _Y1,_YZ and __Yj with 
Ei=E(~i)for i=1,2,3,E,nE,={f’) andZ’3=9?,o_Y,. Furthermore, wealsocon- 
sider the three inequalities (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) and assume that inequality (3.3) defines 
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a k-face (k>O) F3 of the polyhedron Q(P’s). As in Section 3, we denote as %?i the 
family of members of h(Yi) whose incidence vectors satisfy (3.i) as an equality for 
i=1,2,3. 
Theorem 4.5. Let J3 G E3 be a base of F,. Then there exists I, 0~2 < 1, such that the 
inequality (3.i) (i = 1,2) dejines a face (possibly u O-face) Fi ofQ(2’i) having base Ji with 
the property that Jj~JluJ2-{f} andfEJruJ,. 
Proof. By Remark 4.2 we can assume that inequality (3.3) has full support and hence 
that there exists a basic set 11’s of F, with respect to J3 composed by the restrictions to 
J3 of incidence vectors of members of %?3. Let M be the matrix whose rows are such 
incidence vectors and let M; and M; be the submatrices of M whose columns 
correspond, respectively, to the elements in E, - { ,f} and E2 - {f}. 
By Theorem 3.2 we have that %?s = %?r * gZ, and hence that each member of %?s is 
either a member Of pi not containingf(i= 1,2) or has the form Ci uC2 - { j”} for some 
pair CUE%?,, CZM2 such that C1nCz=(f}. It follows that we can add an extra 
column yf, corresponding to the elementf; to each matrix MI (i = 1,2) and obtain two 
matrices Ml and M2 whose rows are incidence vectors of members of %‘r and %FZ, 
respectively. 
Now, let J; = J,n(E, - {,f}) and J; = J,n(E, - { f}). Since J3 is a base of F, we 
have that there exists a square nonsingular submatrix of Mi with columns in Ji, for 
i= 1,2. Consequently, there exist two subsets J1 G El and J2 G E, which are bases of 
F, and F2 and such that J;sJ, and J~GJ,. It follows that J3~J1uJ2--{f}. To 
complete the proof, we show that J;u{~}GJ~ or J;u{~}GJ~. Suppose, on the 
contrary, that the column y’ is a linear combination of the columns of Mi indexed by 
Jf for i = 1,2. It follows that the zero vector can be obtained as a linear combination of 
the columns of M indexed by J3 contradicting the assumption that J, is a base 
of F,. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let .9~{2: 062~ I} with {0, 1) SF and such that a~9 ifand only if 
(1 -u)E~. Ifthepolyhedra Q(Y,)and Q(Y2) h ave the P-property, then the polyhedron 
Q(Zl 0 5Y2) has the P-property. 
Proof. Assume that there exists some face F of Q(_!Yi 0 Z1) which does not have the 
F-property. In other words, there exists a base J G E(_Yl 0 Y2) of F and an inequality 
which defines F, such that X,EF for each eE E(2Yl 0 Y2) - J and rc,,$F for some hE J. 
By Theorems 3.1 and 4.5, we have that there exist two faces F1 of Q(.Y,) and F2 of 
Q(_YZ) (possibly O-faces) such that: 
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(i) Fi(i= 1,2) is defined b y an inequality of the form 
c n;x,21, 
eeE(Y,,) 
where rci=~~ for each e~E(~i)-{fl and X; +nj= 1; 
(ii) there exist two bases Jr of F1 and JZ of F’, such that JGJ,uJ~- {f) and 
.fEJ,uJ,. 
Assume, without loss ofgenerality, that,fEJ,. We have E(L?r)- J1 zE(_YIP, 0 _Yz)- J 
and E(_Y,)-JJ,~(E($P1~P’~)-J)u{J’}. If ~EJ, or x~$S we have that F, has not 
the F-property, contradicting the hypothesis. Hence, kEJz and ni~B, which implies 
rrj~F_. But then Fz has not the F-property, contradicting the hypothesis. 0 
5. The cycle and cocycle polyhedra for graphs noncontractible to IV, 
In this section we consider a special class of independence systems, namely the 
matroids. We specialize the anti-join operation for clutters which are families of 
matroid bases, then we give examples of applications of such an operation in the case 
of matroids associated with graphs. 
A matroid &Z is an independence system such that, for every subset ScE(M), the 
maximal independent sets in S have all the same cardinality. Equivalently, an indepen- 
dence system is a matroid if its clutter of bases satisfies the following axiom. 
Matroid base axiom. A clutter 98 is the clutter of bases of a matroid if and only if, 
given any two members Br and B2 of 3 and an element x~L3-Br there exists an 
element y~Br-_~ such that (B,ujx}-(y))sW. 
Given any connected graph G with edge set E, a cocycle of G is a minimal set of 
edges F s E whose removal from G results in a disconnected graph, a cotree of G is 
a maximal set of edges whose removal does not disconnect G. 
Cycles and spanning trees of G are edge sets defined in the obvious way. 
The cycle matroid MG associated with G has E as ground set and the forests of G as 
independent sets. The dual matroid of dG, denoted by _ke, is called the cocycle 
matroid of G. Bases, cobases, circuits and cocircuits of AG are, respectively, the 
spanning trees, cotrees, cycles and cocycles of G. 
The following propositions specialize the properties of the anti-join operation when 
applied to clutters which are families of matroid bases. 
Proposition 5.1. Let Y1 and P’z he clutters suck that E(_C!?I)nE(92)={,f}. Assume 
that YI and _fZz are thefamilies of’hases of’two matroids MI and Mz, and { ,f) is neither 
a circuit of A1 nor a circuit qf AZ. Then the anti-join Y,o Yz qf.YI and dip2 is given by 
tke,family 3’ dejned as 
dP=(A1uA2-i.f):fEA1uA2, A,nA,=& Al~Zl, A,E~‘~), 
moreover, .Y constitutes the clutter qf buses of u matroid. 
(5.1) 
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Proof. We first check that _Y satisfies the matroid base axiom, i.e., given any two 
members A and B of _Y and an element XE B - A there exists an element YEA -B such 
that (Au(x)-(y})~2’. Let A=A,uA,-(f} and B=B,uB2-{f} with 
A1,B1~Z1, Az,&~Y2, f+11uA2)-(A1nA2), f4&uB2)-(4n&). Assume, 
without loss of generality, that x belongs to B,, hence x$,4,. By the base axiom 
applied to _!Yi we have that there exists an element y’~Ai -B, such that 
A;=(Aiu{x}-{y’})~Tr. If y’ff, let y=y’. We havef~(A;uA,)-(A;nA,) and 
hence the set (Au(x) -{y})= A;uA,-f belongs to 9, as claimed. Conversely, if 
y’=J we have ~EB~--A, and, by the base axiom applied to _Y2, there exists an 
element ~vEA~--B, such that A;=(A,u{f}-{y})~2Y~. Hence, f~(A;uAi)- 
(A;nA;) and the set (Au(x)-{y})=(A;uA;-(f)) belongs to 5? as claimed. 
It remains to show that the clutter 2 coincides with _Yr 0 ~2’~. This is true if, for 
every pair of members Ai~2’r and A2~_YiP2 such that f$A, and f$A,, there exists 
a member AE_!Z with AcAiuA,. Otherwise, the set AiuA, belongs to _!Z105Y2 but 
not to _Y. Notice that, since {f} is not a circuit of &i, there exists some base of 
A, containing 1: Consequently, by the base axiom, we have that there exists an 
element YEA, such that the set A;=A,u{f)-{yj belongs to Zi. Hence the set 
A=(A;uA,-{f}) belongs to 2, by definition, and ,4~AiuA~, as required. 0 
Notice that, in the case considered in Proposition 5.1, the anti-join operation has 
a symmetric behaviour with respect to the members of the component clutters which 
contain or do not contain the element f: As a consequence, the mapping between 
clutters and their anti-joins is preserved by the complementation of all the members of 
the clutters. From the above remark easily follows: 
Proposition 5.2. Let gr and B2 he the clutters of bases of two matroids A1 and Jle,. 
Assume that E(JYl)nE(.&,)= { f } and {f } t 1s not a circuit of JY1 nor a circuit 
of _M2. Denote as BI and g2 the clutters of cobases of AI and A2 and let ~8 be the 
matroid with clutter of bases 9#=BI 0 B2. Then the clutter of cobases of & is given by 
$1 %g. 
Given a graph G =( I’, E), let Q&G) and Qc(G) denote, respectively, the dominant 
polyhedra of the convex hull of the cycles and cocyles of G: 
Qcu(G)=conv{r ‘: C is a cycle of G}+RT, 
Q,-(G) = conv { xc: C is a cocycle of G} + R”, , 
These polyhedra and related ones have been studied in [9]. Observe that the sets of 
cycles and cocycles are blockers, respectively, of the sets of cotrees and spanning trees 
of G. Given two graphs G,=(Vi,E,) and G,=(V,,E,) with VInV2={u,v) and 
E,nE2={uv} let G be the graph with node set V= V,uV, and edge set 
E=EIuE,-{uv}. The graph G is called the merge [18] of G1 and G2. 
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Observation 5.3. Let G be the merge of two graphs G1 and G2 as above, and 4, A, 
and AZ the associated cycle matroids. For any spanning tree T of G there exist 
spanning trees T, of G, and T, of G2 such that T= T,vT, - {MU} and uv belongs to 
T, or to T, but not to both. Hence, we have that the clutter of (the edge sets of) 
spanning trees of G is the anti-join of the clutters of spanning trees of Gr and Gz. 
Moreover, by Proposition 5.2, if uu is neither a loop of G1 nor a loop of Gz we have 
that the clutter of (the edge sets of) cotrees of G is the anti-join of the clutters of cotrees 
of G1 and GZ. 
As a result of the above discussion we remark that one can obtain the linear 
descriptions of Q,--(G) and Qc(G), if the linear descriptions of the homologous 
polyhedra associated with the graphs G1 and G2 are known, by applying the anti-join 
polyhedral operation (Corollary 3.4). In general, one can obtain facet-defining in- 
equalities for such polyhedra associated with G by combining facet-defining and 
ridge-defining inequalities for the homologous polyhedra associated with G1 and 
G2 (Theorem 3.3). 
The following proposition shows that we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that the graphs we consider are biconnected. 
Proposition 5.4. Let G be a graph with edge set E which is not hiconnected. Let (E,, E2) 
be any partition of E such that every biconnected component of G is induced either by 
a subset of El or by a subset of E2 and let G1 and G2 be the graphs induced by E, and E2, 
respectively. Let Q(G,) and Q(G,) d enote the cycle (cocycle) polyhedra associated with 
G1 und G2 and let their linear descriptions be given by 
Q(G,)={x~R~‘: (~‘)~x>l, iElJ, (5.2) 
Q(G2)={x~Rt2: (bj)Tx>l, jEJ), (5.3) 
where U’E R”’ and b j E: E2 (iE1, jEJ) are real nonnegative vectors and we make the 
assumption a’=O.for each icl (bj=Of or each jGJ) {fQ(G,) (Q(G2)) is empty. Then the 
cycle (cocycle) polyhedron Q(G) associated with G has a linear description given by 
Q(G)={(x&R:‘~‘: (ai)Tx+(bj)Ty2 1, icl, jEJ). (5.4) 
Proof. Since every cycle (cocycle) of G is contained either in G1 or in GZ, the validity 
of the constraints in (5.4) is obvious. We have to show that every nontrivial facet- 
defining inequality for Q(G) in normalized form belongs to system (5.4). 
Consider any nontrivial facet F of Q(G) and let 
aTx+bTy> 1 (5.5) 
be the defining inequality for F, with a,x~lW “,I and b,yER”,‘. If a=0 we have that 
Q(G,) is empty; else there exists a cycle (cocycle) in Gr, and its incidence vector does 
not satisfy (5.5) a contradiction. Moreover, by Proposition 1.2, inequality (5.5) defines 
also a facet of Q(G2), so the thesis follows. The same arguments can be used to deal 
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with the case b=O, hence assume a #O and b #O. By Proposition 1.2 we can also 
assume that inequality (5.5) has full support on E = El uEZ, so that there exist (El 
affinely independent points in F which are incidence vectors of a family of cycles 
(cocycles) of G. Let 9 be such a family and let (9r,gz) be the partition of 9 into 
families of cycles (cocycles) of G1 and GZ, respectively. Observe that the inequality 
aTxa 1 is valid for Q(G,) and let Fi be the set of points in Q(G,) which satisfy it as an 
equality. Similarly, the inequality bTy 2 1 is valid for Q( G2); let F2 be the set of points 
in Q(G,) which satisfy it as an equality. We can easily see that the incidence vector of 
any member of 9i is in Fi (i = 1,2). Moreover, the affine rank of Fi cannot be greater 
than (Ei( (i=1,2). Hence it must be 19il=IE11 and 19a21=lE21, which implies that 
F1 and F, are facets, respectively, of Q(G,) and Q(G2), completing the proof of the 
proposition. q 
We now show that, for well-known classes of graphs, the above defined polyhedra 
can be fully described by the anti-join operation. 
For an integer i, let Ki denote the complete graph on i nodes and let Wi denote the 
i-wheel, that is, the graph with node set { u,t’i, va, . . . . Vi} where the set {vi, . . . . ai) 
induces a chordless cycle and u is adjacent to every other node. 
A subdivision of an edge uv consists in replacing it with the path (uw, WV) where w is 
a new node. A duplication of an edge consists in replacing it with a pair of parallel 
edges. A homeomorph of a graph is obtained from it by a sequence of subdivisions of its 
edges. A graph which contains no homeomorph of a graph H as a partial subgraph is 
said to be noncontractible to H. A graph noncontractible to K4 is called 
series-parallel. 
It is well known [ 1 l] that every biconnected series-parallel graph can be obtained, 
starting from the graph consisting of two nodes joined by two edges (24ond), by 
iterating the following operations: 
(i) subdivide an edge, 
(ii) duplicate an edge. 
We observe that the above operations can be obtained as special cases of the merge 
composition operation. In fact, performing the operation (i) or the operation (ii) on 
a graph G is equivalent to composing G with a triangle or, respectively, a 3-bond (three 
edges in parallel). 
Let G,=(V,,E,) be a triangle, G,=(V,,E,) be a 3-bond and G,=(I/,,E,) be 
a 2-bond with El = E2 = { 1,2,3}, E, = { 1,2}. It is relatively easy to study the facial 
structure of Qcv(Gi) and Qc(Gi) (i = 1,2,3). 
It turns out that the nontrivial facets of Q&G,) are defined by the inequalities 
xi> 1 (i = 1,2,3) and the nontrivial ridges by the inequalities ~Xi+(l -3,)xj3 1 with 
bases {i,k},{j,k} (for 0~1~1, {i,j,k}={l,2,3}). The polyhedron Qcv(G,) has 
a unique l-face (vertex) defined by the inequality Ax, +pxz+(l -1-p)x3> 1 with 
bases {1},{2$ and {3} (for O<i< I and O<p< 1 -i). 
The nontrivial facets of the polyhedron QCY(G1) are defined by the inequalities 
~(x1+x,+x3)>1 and xi+xj>l (for i,jE{1,2,3), i#j). The nontrivial ridges of 
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QCY(G2) are defined by the inequalities i.~i+(l-i)xj+(l-_)xk~ 1 with bases 
{i,j},{i,k} and {j,kJ (for O<i<1/2, (i, j, k} = { 1,2,3}) and by the inequalities 
Xi+(l-1)Xj>l with bases {i,k} and {j,k} (for /1<0, {ij,k}={1,2,3}). The vertices 
of Qc-(Gz) are defined by the inequalities iXi+(~-~)Xj+(l --,?+~)x~> 1 with bases 
{j} and {k} (for 1/2<J<l, 0<~<22-1, (ij,k}=(l,2,3}). 
The facets of the polyhedron QCY(G3) are defined by the inequalities x1 >, 1, x2 >, 1 
and the unique vertex is defined by the inequality AxI +(1 -%)x2 3 1 with bases { 1) 
and {2} (for 0<1<1). 
Finally, the facial structures of the polyhedra Qc(G,),Qc(G,) and Qc(G3) are 
identical, respectively, to the facial structures of QCY(GZ), Q&G,) and QcY(G3). 
Let Fk, for k nonnegative integer or k = oc?, denote the class of rational numbers 
defined by 
I 
--: l<m, m=2’, O,<i<k, 1 and i nonnegative integers 
m 
We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.5. Let G be a triangle, a 2-bond or a 3-bond. Then Q&G) and Q,(G) have 
the Fk-property fbr any integer k >O. In particular, Q&G) and Q&G) have the 
(0, l,+)-property. 
Given any covering polyhedron Q c%?:, we say that Q has ha!f-integral facets if 
Q={xER:: Ax>l), where A is a matrix with entries in (0, l,&>. The above results 
imply the following: 
Corollary 5.6. If G is a series-parallel graph then Q,--(G) and Q,-(G) have ha&ntegral 
.facets. 
Proof. First observe that, if G=({u,v), {uv}) is a graph consisting of a single edge, 
then QcY(G) is empty and Q&G) has a unique facet (vertex) defined by the inequality 
x,, > 1. Analogously, if G =( { u}, { UU}) is a graph consisting of a single loop, then 
Q,-(G) is empty and Q,,(G) has a unique facet (vertex) defined by the inequality 
x,,> 1. Now, if G is series-parallel and contains more than one edge, then G decom- 
poses by means of merge operations and vertex cuts into triangles, 2-bonds and 
3-bonds. Thus, the result follows from Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 4.6. ti 
The above result was proved by Cornuejols et al. [S] and by Conforti and Wolsey 
[7] using different arguments. 
In the rest of this section we prove a new result which extends Corollary 5.6, by 
describing the structure of the face-defining i’nequalities of the polyhedra Qcv( G) and 
Q,-(G) associated with a family of planar graphs, the class of graphs noncontractible to 
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W,. Observe that, since PI’, is contractible to K,, this class properly contains the class 
of series-parallel graphs. 
A partial subgraph G’ of a graph G is called a wheatstone bridge if: (i) G’ is 
isomorphic to K4 - {e} (the complete graph on four nodes minus one edge); (ii) the 
two nodes having degree 3 in G’ have also degree 3 in G. The following is a character- 
ization of the family of graphs which are noncontractible to W,. 
Theorem 5.7. (Gan and Johnson [16]). A graph noncontractible to W, not containing 
loops, parallel edges and nodes of degree less than three, contains a wheatstone bridge. 
Notice that Theorem 5.7 implies the following iterative construction of every 
biconnected graph noncontractible to W, starting from a triangle: 
(i) Subdivide an edge; 
(ii) duplicate an edge; 
(iii) substitute an edge with a wheatstone bridge. 
As observed for series-parallel graphs, the above operations can be performed by 
merging suitable graphs. In particular, operation (iii) is equivalent to the merge 
composition with K 4. 
The results of Section 3 allow us to obtain the linear description of Q,,(G) and 
Q,(G) for every biconnected graph G which is noncontractible to W, by applying the 
anti-join composition operation starting from the linear description of the homolo- 
gous polyhedra associated with the basic graphs: triangle, 3-bond, K4. In particular, 
let K4=({u,v,w,z}, { uv,uw,uz, vw,vz, wz}; then the nontrivial facets of QCY(K4) are 
defined by the inequalities: 
xUv+x”,+x,,> 1, (5.6) 
x”“+x”w+x,,31, (5.7) 
$(x,,+x “w+.%vZ+42 I, (5.8) 
k” + xw+ X”,) + X”W 3 12 (5.9) 
and all the inequalities obtained from (5.6)-(5.9) by symmetry. The nontrivial facets of 
QC(K4) are defined by 
x”“+&,+X”,31, (5.10) 
4(X,” + X”, + X”,) + x,, 3 1, (5.11) 
plus inequalities (5.6), (5.8) and all the inequalities obtainable by symmetry. We are 
now able to characterize the coefficients of the facet-defining inequalities for the 
polyhedra Q,-(G) and Qc(G) associated with an arbitrary graph G noncontractible to 
W,. For this purpose we need the following proposition that can be proved by brute 
force enumeration. 
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Proposition 5.8. Let M he the matrix whose rows are the incidence vectors af the cycles 
(cocycles) of K,. Then every square submatrix af M has determinant whose absolute 
value is in the set { 0, 1,2,4,8}. 
The above proposition implies the following theorem 
Theorem 5.9. Q,--(K4) and Qc(K4) have the P-,-property. 
Proof. Let F be a nontrivial k-face of Qc-(K4) (Qc(&)), that is, a k-face of the 
covering polyhedron Q(9), where 9 is the clutter of cotrees (spanning trees) of Kq. 
Let J be any base of F and let 
UTX3 1 (5.12) 
be an inequality which defines F having support S(a); assume a,,E9-, for every 
hEE(_Y)--J and let Z=E(z)-S(a). 
Assume first that Z#@. Hence, by Proposition 1.2, inequality (5.12) defines 
a (k-IZI)-face F’ of Q(J?\Z); notice that, by Remark 4.2, ZEJ and J’=J-Z is 
a base of F’. It is easy to see that Q(y\Z) coincides with Q,--(G)) (Qc(G”)), where G’ 
is a graph obtained from K 4 by contracting (i.e. identifying the endpoints of) the edges 
in the set Z (G” is a graph obtained from K, by deleting the edges in the set Z). 
Since G’(G”) is a series-parallel graph we have, by Proposition 5.5 and 
Theorem 4.6, that ~,,EF~ for every hEJ’ and hence that u,,EF~ for every hEJ. 
Assume next that Z=@ By Proposition 1.1 (iv) there exist k cycles (cocycles) of 
K, whose incidence vectors are affinely independent and satisfy inequality (5.12) as an 
equality. Let M’ be the matrix whose rows are such vectors, X the submatrix of M’ 
whose columns are indexed by J and Y the submatrix of M’ composed by the 
remaining columns. Notice that M’ (and hence X) is a submatrix of the matrix 
M introduced in Proposition 5.8. Considering the canonical representation. of F asso- 
ciated with the base J we have u=(u(u),u) with u(u)=X-‘(l- Yuk Since u has all the 
entries in Fm and the absolute value of all the subdeterminants of X is in the set 
{O, 1,2,4,8) we also have that u(u) has all the entries in pm. 
Hence, we have shown that F has the pm-property and, by the arbitrary choice of 
F and J we have proved the theorem. 0 
A straightforward consequence of the above theorem and of the polyhedral proper- 
ties of the anti-join composition is the following. 
Corollary 5.10. Let G he a graph noncontractible to W,. Then QCY(G) (Q,(G)) has the 
Fm-property. In particular, every nontrivialjacet-dejnininy inequality,for Qcu( G) (Q,-(G)) 
in normalized form has all coeficients in FE. 
As a final remark we observe that the set F=pm is the smallest set for which 
Qcv( G) and Q,-(G) have the 9-property for every graph G noncontractible to W,. In 
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particular, it can be shown that, for every finite set S s F-, , there exists a graph G, 
noncontractible to W, and a nontrivial facet F of Q&G) (Q,(G)) such that every 
element of S appears at least once as a coefficient in the inequality aTx> 1 which 
defines F. 
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